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Section 3
Increasing Altitude to Increase Coverage

Although the tactical satellite reference orbit is 100 NM, it
should be clear from a number of the preceding figures that
raising the altitude could pay significant dividends with respect
to contact time. By moving higher, the FORs grow larger and the
satellite speeds slow down, both of which will increase contact
time. Additionally, at higher altitudes the already tenuous
atmosphere becomes even thinner, allowing satellites to stay
aloft for much longer periods.
There is a price to be paid, however, for increasing orbital
altitude. It takes more energy to get to the higher orbit, and this
energy does not come for free. It is possible to buy larger
boosters to put satellites into higher orbits, but such boosters do
not currently meet the tactical satellite goals for cost and
responsiveness. Use of the same booster to go to a higher altitude
is assumed for this paper. The energy that can be supplied by this
booster, then, cannot change. The energy of a satellite in orbit is
related to its velocity, altitude, and mass. In any specified orbit,
altitude and velocity are not independent, so they cannot be
controlled separately. Thus, if we want to increase the altitude of
a satellite while keeping constant the energy required to place it
in orbit, we must decrease its mass. As can be seen from Figure
23, the mass that can be put into higher orbits decreases almost
linearly as altitude increases. The mass decrease, however, is
rather unsubstantial. Using the same booster and an optimistic,
highly simplified energy model, it takes the same amount of
energy to put 1000 lbs. (454 kg) into a 100 NM (185 km) orbit as
it does to put a 958 lb. (435 kg) payload into a 500 km orbit.43
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Figure 23. Mass that can be boosted to a range of orbits
using the same amount of energy, based on a booster capable
of placing a 1000-lb. payload in a 100 NM orbit.44 Results
based on a highly simplified model. Actual mass capability
would be substantially less at altitudes higher than the
reference orbit.
Although attained at about a 5 percent mass penalty, the higher
orbit also has the benefit of allowing the satellite to have a much
longer lifetime. Based on standard atmospheric models and
assuming no thrust is applied to counteract drag, a small satellite
in a 400 km orbit will last several hundred times longer than a
similar satellite in a 200 km orbit.45 Keeping satellites flying
longer requires carrying aloft substantial quantities of fuel, fuel
that costs a great deal in terms of the satellite’s mass budget.
Increasing the orbital altitude above the tactical satellite
reference altitude is an easy way to get a rather substantial
increase in lifetime without having to expend as much precious
fuel. However, much of this extra lifetime is somewhat irrelevant
as it greatly exceeds the tactical satellite goal lifetime of six
months to one year. Extending the lifetime would certainly
reduce the per-hour costs of the satellite, all else being equal.
However, the goal lifetime was determined as the maximum
amount of time that cheap, not-space-qualified parts would be
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likely to last before failure—and these inexpensive parts are
critical to being able to meet the $20 million acquisitionthrough-launch budget goal.46
Employing Constellations to Increase Coverage
One of the major unfilled requirements of the ongoing conflicts
in Iraq and Afghanistan is the need for persistent C2ISR. The
persistence commanders almost unfailingly call for is 24/7, stayand-stare persistence.47 As shown, it is not possible for a single
satellite in LEO to provide this persistent coverage. COCOMs
are well aware of this limitation.48
Frequently, proponents of tactical satellites propose fielding
constellations of multiple satellites in order to mitigate the size
of the gaps in coverage. According to Major Adam Mortensen,
Branch Chief for Space Demonstrations at the Air Force SMC’s
Transformation and Development Directorate (TD),49 “you can
get 24/7 coverage, depending on how many [satellites] you put
into . . . different [orbital] planes.”50 While a true statement, in
many cases the answer to the question “how many” may not be
palatable to those with a constrained budget. A recent Scitor
study for STRATCOM determined that it would take about 80
satellites in 500 km orbits to provide 24/7 coverage of the
globe.51 While extremely comprehensive in nature, this study
exclusively used horizon FORs for its calculations and optimized
its results to provide 24/7 global coverage, conditions specified
by Scitor’s customer. As discussed above, FORs are missiondriven and the horizon FOR specified for the Scitor study is not
always the appropriate one. Restricting the FOV to less than the
horizon will significantly increase the number of satellites
required to provide similar seamless coverage. Since this is an
effort to determine the tactical utility of LEO satellites, the
requirement for continual global coverage provided to
STRATCOM seems quite excessive for this purpose. Let us now
consider where the desire for tactical effects will drive the total
constellation number.
Instead of providing the obviously strategic mission of global
24/7 coverage, it is more instructive for this purpose to
investigate the constellation requirements for achieving
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persistent coverage of a tactical region. Since the exact pass
times of each satellite in a constellation are pseudorandomly
distributed, it is somewhat difficult to calculate the exact satellite
requirements for a persistent constellation. Instead, a simple
estimation method will give a reasonably good number on the
low end of that actually required. This low-end number
continues the attempt to present the tactical satellite program in
the best light possible.
A simple approach to approximating the number of satellites
required to give 24/7 coverage of a single spot on earth can be
found by dividing the minutes in a day by the average number of
minutes per day spent overhead by a single satellite. This
number would be that required for a long train of satellites to
pass sequentially over the target. On average, the target would
leave the FOR of one satellite just as it was entering the FOR of
the next satellite in the train. While setting up and maintaining
the relative positions of such a train of satellites would be quite
difficult in practice, the method does give a low-end ballpark
number for the required number of satellites. It is important to
remember that these estimates are based on average coverage;
there will be many days where even these constellations would
fall short of the goal of 24/7 coverage of the target.
Figures 24 and 25 show the requirements for the number of
satellites orbiting at 100 NM and 500 km to provide constant
tactical coverage. As can be seen, for a horizon FOR it would
take at least 39 satellites to provide persistent coverage over
Baghdad. Raising the altitude to 500 km decreases the
requirement to 19 satellites. For comm/BFT missions with a five
degree look-up requirement, the constellation numbers rise
somewhat to 66 and 27 for 100 NM and 500 km orbits,
respectively. For the constrained FOR inherent in imagery, 45
degrees off-nadir, the persistent constellation requirements are at
least 188 for a 500 km orbit and 867 for the tactical satellite
reference altitude of 100 nm. Every one of these $20 million
satellites would also need to be replaced after, at most, one year
on orbit, based on the satellite lifetime goals of the program.
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Figure 24. Approximate number of satellites required to
populate a persistent constellation orbiting at 100 NM. The
curves represent data for three mission types: SIGINT
(solid), comm/BFT (dashed), and imagery (dotted). Two
panes are shown due to the disparity of scale between the
different FORs.

Figure 25. Approximate number of satellites required to
populate a persistent constellation orbiting at 500 km. The
curves represent data for three mission types: SIGINT
(solid), comm/BFT (dashed), and imagery (dotted). Two
panes are shown due to the disparity of scale between the
different FORs.
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Extending the Analysis to Elliptical Orbits
In an attempt to avoid the financial hurdle imposed by the
physical constraints on objects orbiting in LEO, tactical satellite
proponents also advocate using a highly elliptical orbit based on
those used by Russian Molniya comm satellites. Satellites
orbiting in the equatorial geostationary orbits normally used by
comm satellites are very close to or below the horizon for much
of the Russian landmass. To get around this limitation, the
Russians put much of their comm capability on satellites in
highly elliptical “Molniya” orbits that are designed to spend a
large fraction of their orbital periods in view of specific highlatitude locations. The apogees of these orbits are almost 40,000
km above the earth, even further than GEO orbits, while their
perigees are generally between 200 and 2,000 km (example
shorthand: 200 x 40,000 km).52 These apogee and perigee
distances are chosen for two reasons. First, they cause the
satellites’ orbital periods to be half a day so their ground tracks
repeat. Second, remember that the closer to earth a satellite is,
the faster it moves. The Molniya apogee is designed to occur as
the satellite reaches its maximum northern latitude. The satellite
and its huge FOR move very slowly there, so it spends a great
deal of time in this part of its orbit. As it accelerates back toward
its perigee, it zips past the earth’s southern hemisphere,
providing a very small, rapidly moving FOR there. Since the
point of the satellite is to give good coverage of Russia, this
setup works quite well. Additionally, Molniya orbital
inclinations must be set at exactly 63.4 degrees so their apogee
point does not shift to the southern hemisphere over time.53 With
such attributes as repeating ground tracks and long hang times
over high latitudes, it takes only two or three satellites in a
Molniya constellation to provide constant coverage of Russia.54
It takes a huge amount of energy to get any appreciable mass
into a Molniya orbit, energy well in excess of what any
envisioned responsive booster could affordably provide. To
provide similar benefits from an orbit that actually might be
reached by a responsive booster, the “Magic Orbit” (occasionally
called the MAJIC orbit55) is being offered as an alternative to
circular low-earth orbits by proponents such as SMC/TD
(Directorate of Development and Transformation) and AFRL.56
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These magic orbits are essentially lower-altitude versions of the
Molniya. Their perigee/apogee distances are greatly reduced
(approximately 500 x 8,000 km), and the period is only 1/8 of a
day instead of half. The FOR sizes are substantially smaller at
apogee. Figure 26 shows the relative sizes of the GEO, Molniya,
and magic orbits. Figure 27 shows representative apogee and
perigee FORs for a magic orbit along with the ground track that
repeats every eight orbits.
Figure 26. Scale
drawing of magic,
Molniya, and GEO
orbits. Numbers
shown are
altitudes. The
tactical satellite
circular orbit is
not visible at this
scale.

Figure 27. Magic orbit apogee and perigee FORs and the
eight repeating ground tracks for an arbitrary longitude of
the ascending node. Note the difference in FOR size between
apogee and perigee.
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The advantage of a magic orbit is that it greatly reduces the
number of satellites required to provide 24/7 coverage of a
tactical area. Instead of the minutes per day of coverage provided
by LEO satellites, magic satellites provide hours. To provide
such coverage over Iraq, for example, it would only take six
satellites in magic orbits using a horizon FOR.57 Six is obviously
a much better number than the twenty to hundreds required from
circular LEO satellites.
Again, for the purposes of this study, the magic orbit will be
optimized to provide the best coverage of a specific, tacticallysized area much as was done with the circular orbits discussed
earlier. In this case, the orbital inclination is not a free parameter,
as it must be set to the 63.4-degree value that prevents the
location of the perigee from moving. The location of the perigee,
however, is a free parameter. This location can be described by
an angle called the argument of the perigee, a measure of the
angular distance between the point where the satellite crosses the
equatorial plane in a northerly direction and the point where the
closest approach to the earth occurs, measured in the direction of
the satellite’s motion. Figure 28 demonstrates this concept for a
polar (90 degree inclination) orbit. In that figure, a satellite in the
solid orbit would spend most of its time above polar regions
where its high altitude would cause its speed to be very slow. A
satellite in the dotted orbit would spend an average amount of
time over equatorial regions since its apogee and perigee are
both equatorial, but would obviously spend less time in the
northern hemisphere than a satellite in the solid orbit.

Figure 28. Example of the
argument of the perigee.
For these polar orbits with
the satellite assumed to be
traveling counterclockwise
from this perspective, the
argument of the perigee is
0 degrees for the dotted
orbit and 270 degrees for
the solid orbit.
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Figure 29 shows the effect of changing the argument of the
perigee on the contact time over the example cities.58 As can be
seen, the orbits that maximize the contact time have arguments
of the perigee of approximately 270 degrees. In other words,
coverage time is maximized when the orbit’s apogee occurs just
as the satellite reaches its maximum northerly limit. This result is
general for almost the entire northern hemisphere, breaking
down slightly for very low latitude targets.59

Figure 29. Average daily contact time for magic orbits as a
function of argument of the perigee. The curves labeled
“Mean” show the contact time at the specified argument of
the perigee averaged across all longitudes. The curves
labeled “Maximum” and “Minimum” show the contact time
at the absolute best and worst-situated longitudes,
respectively.
Now that the optimal argument of the perigee has been
determined, consider the numbers related to optimized magic
orbits. Figure 30 shows the average daily contact time as a
function of target latitude for satellites in magic orbits. Three
curves are shown for the two potential missions a satellite in
such an orbit could perform: SIGINT and comm/BFT.
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The reason the use of magic orbits for imagery missions has
been discounted will be discussed below. As can be seen, the
daily contact times for magic orbits are significantly higher than
those for the LEO cases studied earlier, ranging from about three
to almost 12 hours per day. It is these long contact times that
allow the constellation sizes for magic orbits to be so much
smaller than for low earth circular orbits.

Figure 30. Average daily
contact time for magic
orbits as a function of
latitude for three FORs.

There are several operational constraints associated with magic
orbits, however. As mentioned above, resolution and signal
strength can become problems when range increases. Figure 31
shows the minimum, average, and maximum ranges from target
to satellite when the target is within the 5-degree-above-thehorizon comm/BFT FOR. Satellites in magic orbits are, on
average, 17 times further from a target than they are in a 500 km
circular orbit.
Figure 31. Average range
from a satellite in a magic
orbit with a FOR of five
degrees above the horizon as
a function of latitude. The
curve labeled “Mean” shows
the range averaged across
all longitudes. The curves
labeled “Maximum” and
“Minimum” show the range
at the absolute best- and
worst-situated longitudes, respectively.
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This additional distance is a huge disadvantage for both the
linear resolution function relevant to imagery applications and
the very basic 1/r2 signal strength attenuation function relevant to
all electromagnetic applications.60
Additionally, unlike most comm satellites used today, tactical
satellites will not be in geostationary orbit. They will move
across the sky, constantly changing not only position but range.
Figure 32 shows the minimum, average, and maximum angular
rate at which the satellite moves across the sky for various
latitudes. Figures 33, 34, and 35 show the apparent paths of a
single satellite in a magic orbit across the sky from the three
example cities of Bogotá, Baghdad, and Oslo, respectively. As
can be seen from the non-uniform spacing between timing dots
in the figures, the satellites not only move, but change apparent
speed during their passes.
Figure 32. Average
apparent rate of motion
across the sky for a satellite
in a magic orbit with a FOR
of five degrees above the
horizon as a function of
latitude. The curve labeled
“Mean” shows the rate
averaged across all
longitudes. The curves
labeled “Maximum” and
“Minimum” show the rate
at the absolute best- and worstsituated longitudes, respectively.
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Figure 33. Representative repeating magic orbit passes over
Bogotá. Ten-degree elevation rings. Dots are spaced ten
minutes apart. Numbers indicate the order of the passes.
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Figure 34. Representative repeating magic orbit passes over
Baghdad. Ten-degree elevation rings. Dots are spaced ten
minutes apart. Numbers indicate the order of the passes.
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Figure 35. Representative repeating magic orbit passes over
Oslo. Ten-degree elevation rings. Dots are spaced ten
minutes apart. Numbers indicate the order of the passes.
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While range and apparent motion both add complexities to the
tactical satellite problem, an even larger impediment to putting
tactical satellites into magic orbits comes from the environment.
The Van Allen radiation belts are two doughnut-shaped shells
surrounding the earth containing high energy particles (both
protons and electrons in the inner belt—about 1,400 to 10,000
km in altitude—and primarily electrons in the outer belt—
between about 13,000 and 32,000 km altitude).61 Figure 36
shows the locations of the hearts of the belts in relation to the
LEO and magic orbits. It must be noted again that the shells are
toroidal and the orbits do not intersect the belts at all times as
shown in the simplified schematic. However, the orbits do pass
through the hazard region on an extremely regular basis. At
times, even LEO satellites can pass through anomalous regions
of the Van Allen belts.

Figure 36. Scale drawing of the tactical satellite reference
orbit and magic orbit. Orbits and belts are not necessarily
co-planar but are shown in this manner to demonstrate scale.
Electronics are easily damaged by high energy particles. As the
feature sizes on COTS electronics become smaller and smaller,
this vulnerability only increases and they become sensitive
enough to be damaged even when inside heavy shielding. Using
radiation-hardened, space-qualified electronics is the way the
space industry commonly overcomes these problems, but such
components are frequently several generations behind cuttingedge and are thus much slower and require higher power than
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current models. The lower demand and higher manufacturing
costs drive the price of these radiation-hardened components to
very high levels.62 The stringent requirements placed on
components by the mil-spec system add to the cost as well. To
keep costs down, the tactical satellite proponents plan to use
exactly the kind of COTS circuits that are so vulnerable to
radiation-induced failure.63
For LEO satellites, using COTS electronics as a cost-control
measure seems reasonable, especially when the short lifetime of
the satellites is taken into account. In fact, it seems that aside
from atmospheric drag, anticipated electronics failure would be
the limiting factor for tactical satellite lifetimes. LEO satellites
generally experience a relatively light radiation environment,
orbiting below the vast majority of the Van Allen belts. GEO
satellites are above most of the belts, but are occasionally
exposed to direct solar wind radiation, especially during times of
high solar activity. Satellites in magic orbits traverse the heart of
the inner Van Allen belt about sixteen times a day. Although the
maximum amount of radiation experienced by a satellite is a
strong function of orbital inclination, the 63 degree magic
inclination is still within the extreme danger zone for radiationinduced electronic failure.64
Finally, there is an energy price to be paid to get satellites into
magic orbits. They are much higher than the tactical satellite
reference of 100 nm. Not only is the energy required to reach an
orbit with such high apogees and perigees much larger than
required for the same mass satellite in LEO, an energy-expensive
post-launch inclination change will be required to insert the
satellite into the required 63 degree plane. The reason for this
plane-change requirement is that neither the eastern or western
US launch ranges have the capability to launch directly into this
inclination.65 Doing so would require the booster to make a lowaltitude pass over land masses, posing an unacceptable risk to
populated areas should the booster fail.66 Figure 37 shows the
allowable launch paths and their associated inclinations from the
two CONUS ranges. 67 Not counting the required plane-change
maneuver, a booster with the capability to just put the 1000 lb.
tactical satellite reference mass into the 100 NM reference orbit
would only be able to put a 500 lb. payload into a magic orbit.68
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Figure 37. Launch restrictions on available azimuths from
Vandenberg AFB (left pane) and Patrick AFB (right pane).
Inclinations between 28 and 54 degrees are available from
Patrick. Inclinations between 72 and 145 degrees are
available from Vandenberg.
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Section 4
The Operational Utility of
Optimized Tactical Satellites

We have now completed the section of this study that dealt with
explaining the many orbital and sensor constraints on satellites in
circular LEO and magic orbits and determining the absolute best
performance that can be obtained from satellites by optimizing
their orbital placement. It is now time to examine space missions
and compare the requirements placed on satellites with the
constraints we have studied to this point.
US Joint space doctrine spells out four primary space mission
areas: space force application, space support, space control, and
space force enhancement.69 Space force application consists of
attacks against terrestrial targets by systems operating from or
through space. Space support is the mission area that involves
cradle-to-grave support of on-orbit assets. Space control ensures
friendly use of space while denying it to adversaries and includes
both offensive and defensive measures. Space force
enhancement multiplies joint force effectiveness through
heightened battlespace awareness. It includes the functions of
ISR, tactical warning and attack assessment, environmental
monitoring, comm, and precision navigation and timing. This
section of the study will attempt to find niches in these mission
areas for which tactical satellites are suited.
Space force application is not affected by the preceding
discussion of orbital optimization, as no orbiting weapons are
currently foreseen for the tactical satellite program. The mass of
weapons such as lasers that could have an effect on the planet’s
surface would be much greater than the 1000 lb. tactical satellite
reference mass. Conventional intercontinental ballistic missiles
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could possibly provide force application effects within the
weight range of the tactical satellite booster, but they are not
satellites and will not be discussed in this paper.
Likewise, space support is not a mission that has been discussed
in the literature as a mission for tactical satellites. Space support
from such things as launch facilities, operations centers, and the
space command and control network will be required for
constellations of tactical satellites, but it will not provide a
tactical effect to warriors on the ground. Tactical satellites will
require space support, but will not provide it. Note that the cost
of any of this required space support is not included in the cost
calculations, as it is at the present a relative unknown compared
to the postulated $20 million per booster and satellite quoted by
tactical satellite proponents.
Space control certainly seems to be within the purview of the
reference energy (orbit/mass combination) of the tactical satellite
program. Being able to responsively launch a satellite with the
capability to maneuver in close proximity to other satellites like
the XSS-11 or Chinese anti-satellite weapons, for example,
would be a boon to those tasked with exercising both lethal and
non-lethal shutter control on the space capabilities of hostile
nations.70 However, such control is unquestionably a strategic
mission with immense political ramifications and global effects.
Employing it may provide advantage to tactical warfighters on
the ground—many strategic actions do—but the advantage will
be secondary and indirect. Thus, space control from a responsive
launch platform will not be discussed further since we are
concerned with providing tactical effects on the ground.
After examining and eliminating the first three space missions
from consideration, the only remaining space mission for which
tactical satellites appear most useful is space force enhancement,
the traditional role of most satellites. In fact, this mission appears
to be the only one discussed to any degree in the literature
dealing with tactical satellites. We will examine each of the five
sub-elements of space force enhancement individually below,
using the circular LEO and magic orbits discussed previously as
the baseline points of reference.
The tactical warning and attack assessment mission deals with
providing timely notification of enemy use of ballistic missiles
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and nuclear detonations to national command authorities through
operational command centers such as NORAD’s Cheyenne
Mountain Operations Center. This mission is currently
performed from GEO by platforms such as the DSP satellites.71
Such a mission would certainly be impossible from LEO without
a constellation of hundreds of satellites, as it would require
continual monitoring of the entire globe. While tactical satellites
in magic orbits could conceivably perform the mission, it would
still take between 12 and 20 of them to provide continual global
coverage, at an acquisition cost of at least $240-$400 million per
year, a cost comparable to a single DSP bird which is designed
to last much longer. The mission is also undeniably primarily a
strategic one.
The environmental monitoring mission provides data on space
and terrestrial weather that could affect military operations.
DMSP platforms are one part of the current implementation of
this mission element.72 Tactical warfighters rely heavily on
DMSP information to help plan their actions. These satellites
operate somewhat higher than the orbital regime envisioned for
tactical satellites at a little less than 850 km, but weigh almost
three times as much. Likewise, execution of the precision
navigation and timing space mission element through the
Navstar GPS gives warfighters an enormous edge on the
battlefield. GPS birds orbit much higher at about 11,000 km,
making an orbit about every 12 hours.73 Both systems are
unarguably strategic, though, and replacement would not be the
job of a small number of tactical assets. Additionally, were the
DMSP or GPS constellations knocked out of service by some
hostile act, it is difficult to imagine a situation where
constellations replenished by responsively-launched assets
would be any less vulnerable to whatever brought the original
systems down.
In contrast to the three sub-elements just discussed, the ISR and
comm mission sub-elements do appear to have a need for tactical
enhancement. Unfortunately, the cost/performance constraints of
any responsive-launch boosters envisioned in the foreseeable
future make tactical satellites poorly suited to be the source of
that enhancement. These constraints will be discussed first in
relation to circular LEO and then magic orbits.
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The primary limitation to all tactical satellite applications from
LEO are the very rapid passes of a relatively small FOR. LEO
satellites do not and cannot provide persistence, an effect of
paramount importance to warriors on the ground. This limitation
applies in varying degrees depending upon the FOR, but is a
severe constraint even for the best-case horizon FOR. To counter
this critical deficit, the goal orbit for the tactical satellite program
should be changed from 100 NM to at least 500 km. As
previously shown in the discussion of Figure 23 (p. 44), such an
increase in altitude will cost at least five percent in the amount of
mass that can be carried by the tactical satellite goal booster.
However, the benefits of raising the altitude would seem to make
such a trade worthwhile. First, it would make it much easier to
keep the satellite in orbit for the full year goal lifespan of the
satellite by significantly reducing the fuel it must carry to
overcome the much smaller drag force at that altitude. It will also
slow down the satellite and increase all of the FORs. Comparing
Figures 9 and 10 (pp. 22-23) as well as Figures 14 and 15 (pp.
28-29), it is easy to see that these factors combine to
approximately double or more the average contact time per day
and drop the cost per hour overhead by at least a factor of two to
three. Thus, the orbital mechanics portion of the mission
constraints benefit greatly from the sacrifice of available mass.
We must now examine how such an altitude boost affects
payload performance.
While extending the lifetime, increasing the contact time, and
reducing the cost per hour overhead, raising the altitude has a
negative impact on signal strength. Using the basic 1/r2 law for
the attenuation of an electromagnetic signal discussed above,
moving a satellite from a 100 NM orbit to a 500 km orbit
decreases the signal strength by a factor of 7.2 for signals at
nadir but only by a factor of 3.6 for signals at the edge of a
comm/BFT FOR and 2.8 for signals coming from the horizon
(SIGINT missions).
Large antennae for reception of radio signals can be
manufactured relatively easily and they are a relatively low-mass
portion of the payload. To double the signal-collecting ability of
an antenna, it is only necessary to double the antenna area, so
compensating for the decreased passive signal strengths quoted
above requires increasing the radius of these antennae by a factor
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of between about 1.5 and 3, while the active antenna radii would
have to be enlarged by factors of about five to seven.74 The
actual antenna sizes depend upon the required received signal
strength, which is highly variable.
Optical apertures have to be similarly increased in size when
satellite altitude is raised. In order to achieve a diffractionlimited 1-meter optical image across the entire 45 degrees offnadir FOR from 100 NM requires a 0.13m (5.1 inch) diameter
mirror while the same resolution from 500 km requires a 0.36m
(14.2 inch) mirror. For infrared images, the mirror sizes are
0.32m (12.7 inches) and 0.9m (35 inches) for the two altitudes.75
Thus, unless the payload mass is extremely critical, it is
recommended that the tactical satellite goal orbit for passive
missions be raised to 500 km; the analyses in the remainder of
this paper will assume that this more favorable case exists.
That said, it remains for us to determine whether the effects
provided by satellites in these LEO orbits are valuable to a
tactical warfighter. The primary factors involved are, in
decreasing order of importance to tactical warriors, coverage
opportunities, coverage time, and cost. To be truly useful to a
tactical warfighter, effects have to be felt inside of the decision
cycle of the enemy. Information must be provided rapidly
enough that it can influence the next friendly move before the
enemy has time to readjust.76 Even after boosting the altitude to
500 km over the mid-latitude target city of Baghdad, there are on
average less than 10 seven-minute passes per day for the bestcase horizon FOR SIGINT mission to less than 5 two-minute
passes per day for the more restrictive imagery mission using a
45-degree-off-nadir FOR. The acquisitions cost of the coverage
provided by such satellites is between $40K (SIGINT) and
$430K (imagery) per hour, ignoring the expense of all ground
operations required to control, communicate with, and exploit
the data provided by the satellite.
As discussed above, to get 24/7 persistence from a SIGINT
mission at 500 km, it would take a constellation of about 80
satellites. It is quite evident that even at the relatively
inexpensive projected cost of the tactical satellite program, $20
million each, and their projected lifetimes, six months to one
year, these numbers make persistent tactical satellite presence
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unaffordable. The acquisition cost of such a system would be at
least $1.6 billion each year. It is for just such reasons that tactical
satellite proponents instead propose very limited constellations,
usually of five or fewer satellites,77 to provide what they call
“tailored persistence.” Such persistence is obviously
stroboscopic at best, providing a periodic flash of utility with
large gaps of blindness in between. For only $100M per year
acquisition costs, such a constellation could provide about 50
eight-minute SIGINT or about 20 two-minute imagery passes
each day (see Tables 1 and 2, pp. 4-5). On average, these passes
would be followed by a half hour (SIGINT) or one hour
(imagery) gap where no effects would be provided. The
intermediate case, that of comm/BFT, would yield useable
effects 40 times per day for six minutes per occurrence with a
little over a half hour between passes. The costs per hour would
remain the same as the single satellite case, as both the total
coverage time and total cost increase linearly with the number of
satellites in the constellation. In other words, one could get twice
the coverage from a two-ball constellation than from a single
satellite, but it would cost twice as much to buy it so the price for
an hour of coverage would not change.
It must be noted again that in general the pass times for these
satellites will be pseudorandomly distributed, with no apparent
regular, set schedule between passes. Some will occur quite
close together in time, while at other times there will be
substantial gaps. This aspect of the timing of the passes will be
detrimental to friendly mission accomplishment, as regular,
predictable information would be much more relevant to a
tactical commander. While seeming pseudorandomly distributed
to a casual observer, the pass times can be very accurately
predicted with commercially available software and data freely
available on the Internet. While unsophisticated foes are unlikely
to possess the wherewithal or central control necessary to
effectively exploit such information, a moderately sophisticated
enemy could devise simple counter surveillance strategies to
defeat small numbers of such satellites, strategies such as comm
security measures that ensure no useful transmissions are made
during times when a SIGINT bird was overhead or by ensuring
that equipment and personnel are under cover when imagery
satellites are in position.
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On the other hand, even the relatively sparse constellation of five
satellites discussed above would make such enemy comm and
movement blackouts extremely difficult to employ for their
strategic operations, operations where the timescale is long
compared to the revisit rate. In most foreseeable situations it
would appear to be counterproductive to stop large-scale
operations this frequently. Conversely, for tactical engagements
where the timescale is measured in minutes or seconds, much
shorter than the satellite revisit rate, the overhead information
will likely be too late and too sporadic to be of much use to
friendly forces. “Tactical” satellites thus employed in LEO for
SIGINT and imagery applications appear to be much more
useful for strategic missions.The budgetary numbers associated
with tactical satellites greatly exceed the costs of putting existing
manned and unmanned aircraft or proposed lighter than air nearspace assets over the battlefield. The persistence these nonorbital platforms provide could be truly tailored to the pace of
the battle instead of giving pseudorandomly timed stroboscopic
flashes of insight.
The above discussions deal with the SIGINT and imagery
missions, where even the sparse information provided by a small
constellation could be of some use. On the other hand, sparse
constellations of satellites in LEO have no chance of providing a
useful comm capability. During an engagement, comm are
needed when the warrior needs them, not when they are
available. The tail can’t wag the dog. Sporadic, pseudorandomlytimed comm capabilities will not support a tactical mission. The
small duty cycles (having an asset overhead for less than 28
percent of the time for the favorable situation of a 5-ball SIGINT
constellation at 500 km) prevent effective tactical use of sensors
in LEO. Tactical commanders need the information available to
them when they need it, not when the sensor is available to give
it to them. They don’t have the luxury of time to acquire and
correlate multiple passes over the multiple days and weeks
available to the strategic planner. The large gaps inherent in
sparse LEO constellations, regardless of how good the sensors
are, negate most of the tactical applications of these satellites.
Even when the odd, opportunistic snippet of SIGINT
information can be applied to a tactical operation, it is just as
likely that another snippet from another theater would be just as
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useful. Having effects across multiple theaters is one of the
hallmarks of orbital assets, and one that tends to make those
assets strategic ones.
The reason tactical satellite proponents have devised the magic
orbit is apparently to counter the LEO coverage problem just
discussed. The relatively long hang times over large portions of
the target’s hemisphere mean that five or six satellites could
conceivably provide the 24/7 persistence that is unaffordable
from LEO. This solution attacks only one of the two constraints
on getting tactical effects from space, the orbital mechanics
constraint. By moving further away from the earth in an attempt
to slow down the satellite passes, this solution compounds the
other constraint, the constraint on the payloads’ ability to
perform the mission.
It was previously recommended that the tactical satellite goal
altitude be raised from 100 NM to 500 km in an attempt to
similarly increase the contact time while keeping the negative
effect on the payload to an acceptable level (an attempt that
ultimately proved to be of little value, as the revisit rate for
satellites even in higher LEO was still grossly mismatched to the
timescale of tactical events). Even using the higher 500 km orbit
as the baseline, the average magic distance from the target is 17
times further than the LEO orbit. As an example of a specific
effect on payload performance such an increase in range will
have, to get a one-meter optical image of Baghdad from the
average magic distance of 8,500 km, it would take a 5.1 meter
optical aperture (the size of the large telescope mirror at Mount
Palomar Observatory in California) instead of the 0.36 meters
required from 500 km (see note 27). For this reason, it would
seem impractical to use the magic orbit for conventional imagery
applications.
Similarly, a comm or SIGINT antenna in a magic orbit would
have to increase in size to be as sensitive to signals as its LEO
counterpart. SATCOM on the move is a highly desired capability
in the field.78 Many people are familiar with satellite phones with
their simple whip antennae that are easy to use. These phones are
generally run through the 66-satellite Iridium system orbiting in
LEO at about 780 km. Iridium satellites use a set of three 1.6
square-meter (m2) antennae for reception.79 Having the satellites
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so close to the earth in LEO is the reason that the phones can
employ antennae that don’t require precise pointing at and
tracking of the rapidly-moving satellites. At their average
distance above the horizon, magic orbits are 11 times further
than even the Iridium constellation. The signal reaching them
from the ground would thus be at least 120 times weaker. Since
weight is a huge factor in getting to these higher orbits,
increasing the size of the antennae on tactical satellites to about
the required 200 m2 to get similar performance to Iridium does
not seem feasible. Of course it is possible for an engineer to
come up with the appropriate matching of desired signal strength
on the ground, satellite transmission power, and satellite antenna
aperture; the difficult part is to do that within the mass budget of
the available booster. Without significantly larger antennae on
the satellite, the ability to use whip antennae on the ground
becomes problematic and would most likely require the use of
the familiar small dishes to increase signal strength.
However, the use of a high-gain dish antenna is even more
difficult for communicating with satellites in magic orbits than
today’s less-than-optimal situation. As discussed previously, it is
currently difficult and therefore operationally prohibitive for
troops on the move to stop, set up a dish antenna, and point it
toward the stationary comm satellites that currently exist. This
difficulty is significantly compounded when a moving satellite in
a magic orbit has to be found and tracked in the middle of a
tactical engagement. In contrast to the soldier on the ground who
needs to manually point his antenna, many UAVs are already
controlled through satellite links. It seems feasible for these links
to be through satellites in magic orbits. However, as we will see,
the severe environment inherent in this orbital regime will likely
be the ultimate arbiter of success for any magic orbit solution.
The requirement for satellites in magic orbits to regularly
traverse the inner Van Allen belt will require some mitigating
engineering design to ensure the one-year goal lifetime can be
met. This mitigation can come in one of two ways: by using
radiation-hardened, space-qualified components or by adding
additional shielding to protect the cheaper COTS electronics.
The first method will almost certainly cause the budgetary goals
of the program to be exceeded. The second method will add
significant weight to the system. Neither solution is palatable,
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especially when we are reminded that a booster that can put 1000
lbs. into a 100 NM LEO orbit can only place a substantially
reduced mass of 500 lbs. into the higher magic orbit.
It is a physical fact that the constraints imposed by orbital
mechanics and those imposed by sensor limitations work
contrary to each other. Attempt to get around one set of
constraints and the limitations imposed by the other constraint
become more dominant. Choosing an orbit that slows down the
satellite pass to improve persistence ends up requiring huge
increases in payload physical size (and a commensurate increase
in payload mass) in order to maintain the standard of
performance. Unfortunately, without an increase in booster size
and cost, the ability to simultaneously raise the altitude and
increase the payload mass is not possible. Thus, for satellites in
other than very low altitude circular orbits, the cost rapidly
escalates and the standard problem for space returns: the prices
are so high that the assets become strategic and tactical
commanders cannot afford to own and operate the assets they
need. It’s an interesting Catch-22: put the satellite low enough
that it’s affordable and it’s only marginally useful due to limited
pass times, but put it high enough to be useful and it’s no longer
affordable.
Several critical portions of the space support required for a real
satellite system have been neglected in this study. The strain on
an already overtaxed space control network that constellations of
custom-launched small satellites would impose has not been
discussed. Nor has any method for distributing the data collected
by these satellites been detailed. The true value of a tactical
reconnaissance program is heavily dependent upon actually
using whatever data is collected. Presumably this statement
would be true for a tactical satellite program as well. Such
considerations would likely lead to bandwidth, mobile ground
station, data correlation, data fusion, and analysis requirements.
None of these problems will have cheap, easy solutions.
Finally, it must be reemphasized that this paper has consistently
used very favorable assumptions with respect to FORs and
sensor performance. For example, even the very expensive,
specifically designed commercial imagery satellites do not
normally take pictures much further than 30 degrees off-nadir;
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45 degrees were allowed for. Weather and darkness were
ignored. Time-optimized orbits were used which give the
absolute best coverage and cost numbers possible. The
assumptions of achieving perfectly executed programmatics and
perfect system performance while meeting all cost goals are
almost certainly overly optimistic. Even with these favorable
assumptions, this paper has demonstrated that the ability of
tactical satellites to deliver tactical effects is severely limited.
Less optimistic (and more realistic) assumptions would certainly
tip the balance further against the utility and suitability of tactical
satellites for tactical applications.
As shown, there are severe physical constraints on satellites in
circular LEO orbits and elliptical magic orbits that conflict with
tactical mission requirements. It seems highly impractical if not
impossible to perform tactically useful imagery, comm, SIGINT,
and BFT missions within these constraints, especially if cost
remains a consideration. Even tactical satellite proponents
recognize the scale of the challenge when they write, “Given
vast improvements in launch and spacecraft development costs
and operations timelines, there is no foreseeable reason why
theater ground units could not ‘own’ and control their own
dedicated space constellations devoted to their specialized realtime tactical needs.”80 While on its face a true statement, the
meaning of the word “vast” in this context may be
underemphasized. As stated in the Scitor study referenced
previously:
Three ‘Big Space’ assets would do the job of 80
small satellites for a lot longer period of time.
The sticker shock of the large assets would
quickly be lost over the cost of numerous small
satellites and the amount of maintenance
required to keep them in orbit.81
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Section 5
Common Arguments Prove the Point

A great amount of feedback on this study has already indicated
that it seriously threatens a number of commonly held beliefs
about tactical satellites and a number of ongoing funded
programs. More of this is expected. However, a program should
only have life when it contributes to the overall good. In the case
of Air Force programs, the overall good means that a program
contributes to helping prevent conflict, or should that goal fail,
contributes to prosecuting a successful war as quickly and
decisively as possible. As has been shown, unless constellations
of hundreds of satellites are launched each year the tactical
satellite program will likely not be able to provide its advertised
tactical effects to the warfighter. It can, however, provide a
limited number of strategic effects, some of which are currently
performed by other systems. Whether a transformed “tactical”
satellite program can do the functions of current systems more
effectively is not within the scope of this study. The study
merely points out that there may be ways to redirect the program
toward more fruitful goals.
Is this study perfect and complete? Of course not. It is, however,
as thorough a look at the whole story of the tactical satellite
program as the author has seen in print. In an attempt to head off
basic arguments against the conclusions of this study, several
points that critics may bring have been anticipated and addressed
here.
The first counterargument deals with FORs. Critics will correctly
point out that the models used to calculate the average daily
contact time for the satellites are based on single points on the
ground, while even tactical engagements have some finite areas
with which they are associated. This assertion is true, and
accounting for city-sized or region-sized areas will increase the
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contact time over the numbers shown, lowering the gap time and
cost per hour figures quoted above. The question that remains is
how significant is this increase in performance? To get a ballpark
estimate, let us look at the difference between the 30- and 45degree-off-azimuth fields of view from Figures 3 and 4 (pp. 1112). The additional area covered by the 45-degree-off-nadir FOR
is a significant increase, with swath widths being 150 to 250 km
larger and FOR areas being 75,000 to 600,000 square kilometers
larger (100 NM and 500 km orbits). These sizes of these
increases are much larger than a city and they greatly exceed the
20 km x 20 km spatial limits normally associated with the word
“tactical.”82 The difference between the performance numbers
shown for these two FORs throughout this study could thus be
indicative of the difference between calculations for a point and
for a tactical area. Of course, as discussed in note 28, the 45degree-off-nadir FOR is significantly larger than what most
commercial imagery providers advertise for their for-profit
ventures. Overstating the FOR capability of the sensors used in
this study has more than made up for the “single spot on the
ground” argument.
A second argument that could reasonably be made against this
paper is that the satellites can be targeted against multiple
locations on the ground, not just the selected target for which the
data was presented. Again, this argument is true. The satellite
does not park itself over a specific city. Except for special case
orbits that do not maximize coverage, a satellite eventually will
pass directly over every spot on the globe between the northern
and southern latitude limits equal to its orbital inclination. It is
free to perform its mission at any time along its ground track.
This argument actually highlights a point obliquely hit earlier in
the paper when Figure 22 (p. 40) and Table 3 (p. 41) were
discussed. The biggest problem with satellites in LEO was
shown to be the limited amount of time they spent over the
selected target. To come up with even these meager contact time
numbers, the orbit was optimized, matching inclination and
target to give the best coverage possible. While it is true that
locations at latitudes other than the optimal can also be targeted,
the efficiency with which the satellite passes over these other
targets is by definition less than optimal. Also, for a truly
tactically-owned and tasked asset, and given the notion that the
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satellite would be launched to very narrowly described target
areas and sensor configurations, all collections outside the
tactical commander’s area of responsibility should be considered
opportunistic and would in no way improve the satellite’s
performance over the intended target.
From Figure 22, it is apparent that there is a narrow band of
orbital inclinations around the optimal inclination for which the
satellite spends an appreciable amount of time over the
designated target. The width of the band is related to the width of
the FOR; narrow FORs have narrow bands of inclination for
which they are effective. The corollary is also true: once the
inclination has been set by an actual launch, the satellite provides
its most effective coverage at the optimal latitude and provides
less and less coverage at latitudes further from the designated
target. As has been shown, even optimized contact times over the
designated target are very short and the passes do not occur with
a tactically useful frequency, the main reasons for discounting
use of LEO to obtain tactical effects. For targets at nonoptimized latitudes, these passes would occur even less
frequently.
However, the fact still remains that coverage at locations other
than the target is possible. Satellites still do provide the potential
for near-global access. It is possible and even likely that such a
tactical satellite would be used at locations other than the
primary target of interest (availability of power for multiple
sensor repositionings and multiple taskings from a necessarily
small bus and power supply system on a small satellite
notwithstanding). All of these arguments against the calculations
herein could be true and if so, they significantly decrease the cost
per hour overhead of the satellite. However, once accepted as
true, they also prove the assertion that the “tactical” satellite is
indeed a strategic asset instead of a tactical one; it exerts
influence and provides effects across multiple theaters of
operation and is thus an asset that would not be owned by a
single tactical commander.
An argument can be made that the method of optimizing satellite
orbits used above is very mechanical and shows no
understanding of how satellites are actually employed. From the
very beginning of their training, physicists are taught to break
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problems down to their simplest, most basic parts. They then
analyze those parts to discover fundamental limitations of the
subsystem. Once the fundamental limitations are understood, the
full system is reconstructed and the applicability of the
subsystem limitations to the full system is determined. This
analysis technique has been quite properly used in this paper,
postulating that the most general orbit optimization technique to
get tactical effects for the warfighter is to discover the absolute
maximum time the asset could be overhead for any combination
of altitude and orbital inclination. Once these best-case numbers
are known, it is a relatively easy step to apply them to the
frequently non-optimal orbits that are used in actual operations.
Operational orbits were not chosen for use in the bulk of this
paper for two reasons. First, there are a myriad of mission-driven
orbits from which to choose, too many to be adequately
examined within a relatively general paper such as this. Second,
the goal was to show that even when the absolute best case orbit
was chosen, the program still could not deliver tactically relevant
effects.
As a specific example of how much worse the coverage could be
using actual orbits, we can look at a highly capable commercial
imagery satellite, Quickbird. Quickbird flies at 460 km in a 97
degree inclination orbit to provide optimum lighting conditions
for its day-only optical cameras that can look up to 51 degrees
off-nadir.83 Table 4 lists the best-case 460 km, 51-degree-offnadir and actual Quickbird contact times. In keeping with the
goal to present the tactical satellite program in the best possible
light, it is quite apparent that the method used in this paper
implies significantly better performance and lower cost per hour
overhead than actual implementations will likely deliver.
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Table 4. Comparison of average daily contact times for the
actual, operationally used orbit for Quickbird and the
contact time used in this paper, a contact time based on an
orbital inclination optimized for specific target latitudes.
Shaded cells show the actual Quickbird capability (day only)
and the capability cited in this paper (day/night). The
benefit-of-the-doubt factor is the cited capability divided by
the actual capability, showing the amount the analysis in this
paper attempts to slant in favor of tactical satellites.
Contact
Time (Day
Only)
(Actual
Quickbird
capability)

Contact Time
(Day and
Night)
(Optimized
number used
in the
analysis in
this paper)

Benefit of the
Doubt Factor
(Factor by
which the
analysis in
this paper
exceeds
actual,
operational
capability)

Orbit

Inclination

Bogotá
Actual
Bogotá
Optimized
Baghdad
Actual
Baghdad
Optimized
Oslo Actual
Oslo
Optimized

97.25 deg

1 min 3 sec

2 min 5 sec

0 deg

29 min 28
sec
2 min 29 sec

14.1

97.25 deg

14 min 44
sec
1 min 14 sec

36.5 deg

4 min 46 sec

9 min 32 sec

7.7

97.25 deg
63.5 deg

2 min 9 sec
5 min 4 sec

4 min 17 sec
10 min 7 sec

4.7

Another argument that could be made is that choosing to display
the 100 NM/1000 lb. reference orbit purposely sets up a straw
man to be easily knocked down. This is not the case. There are
numerous places in the literature that quote the reference orbit
(see note 11). This orbit is the stated goal for the DARPA
FALCON booster and does not require much less energy than
the Space-X Falcon 1 can deliver. As a common reference point
in the tactical/responsive satellite community, 100 NM/1000 lb.
is a valid basis for analysis, and one that has apparently been
briefed to senior Air Force leadership.84 In any event, the details
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will vary smoothly with excursions from this reference, and
presenting results up to 600 km has bracketed most of the trade
space and the broad region of validity for the overall conclusions
should be evident. Similarly, the use of other numbers such as
the one-year lifetime goal, $20 million acquisition cost goal for
booster and satellite, 5-ball constellations, etc., are, as noted
above, numbers used by tactical satellite proponents to sell the
concept. They are used merely to illustrate what is actually
possible when the full tactical satellite picture is presented in one
place. Certainly there are a number of other equally convincing
arguments that counter many of the conclusions of this study. It
is envisioned that future revisions of this study will adequately
respond to those arguments.
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Section 6
Conclusion and Recommendation

Tactical satellites as currently defined by proponents aren’t
tactical. Just having a tactically responsive launch rate, if
achievable, doesn’t make an asset tactical. Just being much
cheaper than other orbital platforms does not make an asset
tactical. To meet the program goals briefed by tactical satellite
proponents to senior military leaders, a tactical asset must also
provide tactically relevant effects on the ground on a timescale
that is less than that of a tactical engagement. Again, the myth of
the tactical satellite is that they are tactical. Calling a dandelion a
rose doesn’t change its smell.
As former Director of the National Reconnaissance Office and
Undersecretary of the Air Force Peter Teets has said:
Small sats, microsats, have a role to play, there’s
no doubt about it. We shouldn’t be saying,
“Let’s design small sats because they’re small.”
We should say, “Small sats have a particular
advantageous capability that serves some effect
that we want to achieve.”85
While this study has discussed a number of strategic things small
satellites could do that might be advantageous to the nation, it
has been conclusively shown that these satellites cannot provide
effects useful to a tactical warfighter at a cost he can afford. To
frame the problem with the thoughts of Mr. Teets, tactical
satellites cannot serve the effect their proponents claim to want
to achieve.
All is not gloom and doom for the tactical satellite program.
Many of its goals are extremely worthwhile and will definitely
benefit the nation and its defense. Standardizing busses and
developing plug-and-play payloads will do a great deal to bring
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the cost of space effects down to earth. Being able to launch
responsively will have a huge impact on space control options
available to the national leadership. Being able to provide very
cheap augmentation to expensive, hard-to-reconfigure National
assets would be a boon to strategic planners. Being able to crosscorrelate information from GEO and LEO birds for short time
periods will make many strategic analysts extremely happy. It’s
not the program that is bad, it’s simply misnamed. By using the
word “tactical,” proponents lead warriors to make unsupportable
assumptions about the program’s actual capabilities. Their focus
needs to shift toward the strategic where the effects they
advertise are possible to achieve and are useful.
In the end, it is much more appropriate for the mythical
“tactical” satellite to compete for funding against other
strategically-oriented programs. When they compete with and
win funding against programs that actually do have the potential
to serve warriors on the ground, they detract from Congress’s
intended budgetary goals. An inadvertent result of this
misapplied funding could very well be unnecessary warfighter
deaths and diminished warfighting capability when equipment
that could have been available in the future is not there due to the
opportunity costs associated with funding so-called tactical
satellites. Continuing to fund “tactical” satellites out of budget
lines intended directly to serve the tactical warfighter does a
disservice to both the taxpayer and the warrior on the ground.
The wise are not wise because they make no
mistakes. They are wise because they correct
their mistakes as soon as they recognize them.
—Orson Scott Card86
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACTD
AFRL
AFSPC
BFT
C2ISR
COCOM
comm
CONUS
COTS
DARPA
DMSP
DSP
FALCON
FOR
FOV
GEO
GPS
ISR
JWS
LEHA
LEO
LOS
MAJIC
MORF
Mil-Spec
NM
NORAD

Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration
Air Force Research Laboratories
Air Force Space Command
blue force tracking
command, control, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance
combatant commander
communications
continental United States
commercial-off-the-shelf
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency
Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program
Defense Support Program
Force Application and Launch
from continental United States
field of regard
field of view
geosynchronous earth orbit
global positioning system
intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance
joint warfighting space
long endurance, high altitude
low earth orbit
line of sight
microsatellite area-wide joint
information communications
system
Magic orbit radio frequency
Military Specification
nautical mile
North American Aerospace
Defense Command
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ORS
SATCOM
SCOPES

UAV

operationally responsive space
satellite communications
space common operating picture
exploitation system
signals intelligence
Space and Missile Systems
Center
US Strategic Command
tactical satellite; refers to the
specific series of satellite
experiments being developed by
AFRL
tactical exploitation of national
capabilities
unmanned aerial vehicle

VMOC

virtual mission operation

SIGINT
SMC
STRATCOM
TacSat

TENCAP
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Revisit Time
with maximum
look angle
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Off-Nadir
Capability

Source(s) accessed 16 May 2005.

ARIES

Orbital
Altitud
e
500 km

30 deg

CBERS

778 km

3 days

32 deg

EROS B

600 km

3 days

21 deg

IKONOS

680 km

1 day (2 m
resolution)
3 days (1 m
resolution)

Quickbir
d

600 km

1-4 days

52 degree
(2.1m
resolution)
27 degree (1 m
resolution)
25-30 deg
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